In Skills We Trust but its Qualifications We Count:
Developments and Consequences for Graduate Labour
After years of investment in improving the supply of labour, Scotland, as with the rest of
the UK and other liberal market economies such as Australia, has an over-qualified
workforce. Policy thinking now centres on skill utilisation; in other words that the
deployment not just development of skills is important. However there is little workplacelevel research of skills utilisation, and how qualifications fit employer demand is unclear.
This presentation examines current developments in the graduate labour market and
how these developments need to be disentangled from development in the workplace. It
raises two issues and makes a recommendation. The first issue is the increasing
disconnect between the skills and qualifications demanded by employers. The second
issue is why we – the research and policy communities – have been slow to spot this
disconnect. The recommendation is about how different research might help generate
better understanding of what employers want and inform policy development.
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